Think of the best verb to complete the sentences using the appropriate subject verb agreement.

1 The Iphone _____ in her pocket.
2 One of the food choices _______ a hamburger and the other _______ an apple.
3 The fish __________ in the ocean.
4 My job ____________ great benefits.
5 One finger _______ broken. The others______ ok.
6 Each smartphone_________ some different functions.
7 He ______the ribbon with the scissors.
8 His office_______________ have much space.
9 The two doors of the closet ________open.
10 Every pizza _____________ the freshest ingredients.
Possible Answers

1 The Iphone is in her pocket
2 One of the food choices is a hamburger and the other is an apple.
3 The fish swim in the ocean.
4 My job has great benefits.
5 One finger is broken. The others are ok.
6 Each smartphone has some different functions.
7 He cuts the ribbon with the scissors.
8 His office doesn’t have much space.
9 The two doors of the closet are open.
10 Every pizza needs the freshest ingredients.